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Abstract—In data center networks (DCNs), numerous conges-
tion control schemes utilize explicit congestion notification (ECN)
to achieve low average queue delay. Such schemes generally mark
packets based on the current queue length exceeding a marking
threshold. However, due to the delay of ECN feedback, the queue
length may further increase before the congestion notification is
delivered to senders, which may lead to uncontrollable maximum
queue length when bursts occur. In this paper, we propose
an early ECN marking scheme based on prediction, E-ECN,
to control the maximum queue length in DCNs. E-ECN uses
predicted queue length rather than the current to indicate
congestion with an advance time which offsets the hysteresis
of ECN. We theoretically and experimentally demonstrate that
early marking does not impact the throughput with appropriate
selection of the advance time, and we provide guidelines for
the selection in DCNs. Our simulation results show that E-
ECN achieves shorter average queue delay and controllable
maximum queue length in general with a bandwidth utilization
guarantee. E-ECN greatly reduces queue overflow and improves
the robustness of DCNs.

Index Terms—Data Center Networks, Active Queue Manage-
ment, Explicit Congestion Notification

I. INTRODUCTION

Congestion detection is the key to end-to-end congestion

control [1]–[4]. In the Internet, packet loss is usually used for

congestion detection. A sender decreases its congestion win-

dow when packet loss is detected. However, due to the large

traffic scale [5], [6] and the traffic demand for high bandwidth

[7]–[11] and low latency [12]–[18] in data center networks

(DCNs), the congestion detection based on packet loss cannot

provide satisfactory quality of service [19], [20]. Using packet

loss as a congestion signal can lead to high occupancy of

switches, resulting in increased transmission delay. Frequent

packet loss and retransmission can also reduce the effective

throughput. To address these challenges and achieve low

queues with a bandwidth utilization guarantee, an advanced

congestion detection mechanism is needed for DCNs.

Explicit congestion notification (ECN) [21] is a congestion

detection mechanism that is widely supported by commodity

switches. By enabling ECN, switches can mark packets to

indicate congestion rather than drop them. The switches can

make congestion notification at the initial stage of queue

buildup, and then senders can adjust their rate in time to avoid

further congestion. Besides, ECN avoids the disadvantage of

packet loss and can improve effective throughput and reduce

the flow completion time (FCT). Because of the benefits of

ECN, many congestion detection and control algorithms tend

to utilize ECN in DCNs, such as DCTCP [22], DCQCN [23],

and their enhanced schemes [24]–[26]. They generally utilize

ECN to mark packets based on the queue length exceeding a

marking threshold and can achieve less buffer occupancy and

lower average queue delay.

However, despite the success of the ECN-based schemes

in DCNs, they still have the defect of uncontrollable maxi-

mum queue length. Existing schemes react after the current

(instantaneous or average) queue length reaches the threshold,

thus suffering from the delay in the delivery of ECN [27].

During this delay, the queue length may further increase and

reach its peak before the congestion notification is delivered to

senders. Through analysis and experiment, we reveal that the

peak of the queue is positively related to the input rate of the

switch. When the rate increases, the peak exceeds the threshold

more. Thus, while these schemes can effectively reduce the

average queue length, they cannot provide adequate control

over the peak of the queue. In addition, due to the limited

switch buffer [28]–[31], these schemes may not avoid queue

overflow when the input rate is high.

In this paper, we propose an early marking scheme based

on prediction, called E-ECN, to achieve controllable maximum

queue length in DCNs. Our innovative idea is that although

the delay of ECN feedback cannot be eliminated, it can be

neutralized by marking in advance. E-ECN predicts the queue

length after an advance time and early marks packets based

on the predicted value exceeding the threshold rather than the

current queue length. When ECN notifies senders to reduce

their rate and the queue falls, the actual queue length still

does not exceed the threshold. Through this marking scheme,

the delay of ECN feedback is offset by the advance time, and

thus the peak of the queue can be controlled in time before

reaching the threshold. We utilize a fluid model to analyze and

demonstrate that, with appropriate selection of the advance

time, early marking does not have a negative impact on the

throughput of senders. Additionally, we provide guidelines

for selecting appropriate parameter values in practical DCN

scenarios based on our analysis.

We conduct multiple experiments to prove that E-ECN

achieves shorter average queue delay and controllable max-

imum queue length in general with a bandwidth utilization

guarantee. E-ECN limits 98.6% of the queue length below

the threshold in steady state and achieves lower maximum
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queue length distribution than other advanced active queue

managements (AQMs) when bursts occur, thus enhancing

robustness and burst tolerance in DCNs. Moreover, it helps to

improve fairness and convergence speed at congestion points.

In summary, the contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We theoretically and experimentally reveal the uncontrol-

lable maximum queue length problem of most schemes,

which is caused by the hysteresis of ECN feedback and

the marking decision based on the current queue state.

• We propose an early marking scheme named E-ECN,

which marks packets based on the predicted queue state

rather than the current to offset the delay of ECN feed-

back. We further prove that this early marking does not

affect the throughput of senders.

• We use ns-3 [32] to evaluate E-ECN comprehensively.

Our experimental results show that, compared to the

existing advanced AQMs, E-ECN delivers a strong ability

to suppress the peak of the queue. Additionally, it can

further improve fairness and reduce FCT.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-

tion II, we introduce the schemes based on ECN and their

shortcomings and thus explain the motivation of our scheme.

In Section III, we analyze and design the E-ECN scheme.

Section IV presents comprehensive performance evaluations.

At last, we conclude this paper in Section V.

II. RELATED WORK AND MOTIVATION

This section discusses the related work on congestion de-

tection in DCNs and illustrates the necessity of our scheme

that early marks packets based on predicted queue length.

A. Schemes based on ECN

Congestion detection is the key to congestion control. In

DCNs, congestion detection is often based on ECN [21]

instead of packet loss to achieve more precise detection and

fine-grained control. DCTCP [22] first uses ECN for conges-

tion detection in DCNs, which marks packets based on the

instantaneous queue length exceeding the threshold and adjusts

the congestion window by the fraction of marked packets.

Compared with TCP, DCTCP achieves lower buffer occupation

and significantly reduces latency. DCQCN [23] is a congestion

control scheme for converged Ethernet which marks packets

based on double thresholds in switches and adjusts the rate

for remote direct memory access (RDMA). When the queue

length exceeds the high threshold, all incoming packets will

be marked; when the queue length is lower than the low

threshold, the packets are directly queued; when the queue

length is between two thresholds, the packets are marked

with a linear increasing probability. ECN* [33] is proposed

to enhance the queuing performance of TCP, which marks

packets by reference to the instantaneous queue length and

utilizes dequeue marking to speed up the delivery of ECN.

The ECN marking scheme in switches is the key to re-

alizing high throughput and low latency. Excessive marking

of packets impairs the throughput of senders, while a small

number of markings causes queue buildup and increases queue

delay. Therefore, numerous studies focus on more reasonable

marking schemes to improve existing congestion control algo-

rithms. HULL [24] is a scheme based on phantom queue (PQ)

whose bandwidth is slightly lower than the real bandwidth. It

uses the queue length of PQ to trigger marking and loses some

bandwidth to achieve almost zero queue in the switch. ECN#

[25] marks packets based on both instantaneous and persistent

congestion states to handle the problem of round trip time

(RTT) variations in DCNs. ACC [26] uses machine learning

technology to automatically adjust the marking threshold. It

uses the reinforcement learning algorithm, sets the queue

length, switch output rate and bandwidth as input of the

algorithm, and sets the thresholds and marking probability

as output to optimize the ECN setting. These schemes are

actually based on the current (instantaneous or average) queue

length. However, these schemes do not take queue changes

into account. Owing to the delay of ECN feedback, the queue

status changes by the time congestion notification reaches the

senders. Therefore, S-ECN [34] uses the slope of queue growth

to mark packets with a linearly increasing probability, which

is more sensitive to queue changes. However, its design does

not consider the queue length and thus cannot cope with the

situation of low queue growth rate but high queue length.

B. Motivation

The motivation of our scheme comes from the uncontrol-

lable maximum queue length caused by the hysteresis of ECN

feedback and the marking decision based on the current queue

length that most schemes use.

According to the ECN feedback process, when a switch

marks the arriving packet, the marked packet is transmitted to

the receiver, which then feeds back congestion notification to

the sender by the acknowledgment (ACK) packet. After the

sender receives the ACK packet, it reacts to congestion and

cuts its congestion window to reduce send rate. When the low-

rate data packets arrive at the switch, the input rate and queue

length of the switch decrease accordingly. The entire process

takes about one RTT, which is the hysteresis of ECN feedback.

Such hysteresis of feedback is an inherent characteristic of

ECN and thus is difficult to be eliminated.

However, most existing schemes are based on the cur-

rent (instantaneous or average) queue length exceeding the

threshold to mark packets. When the current queue length

reaches the threshold, the ECN marking is triggered. Due to

the hysteresis of ECN feedback, the queue length may further

increase, exceed the threshold and reach its peak before the

congestion notification is delivered to senders. The size of the

peak depends on the input rate of the network. Assuming that

the rate does not change during this period, the peak value is

approximately equal to threshold + rate × RTT . Fig. 1(a)

shows how the queue length changes. The peak value of the

queue length is larger than the threshold and is rate dependent.

When the flow rate further increases due to a burst, the peak

of the queue becomes far beyond the threshold, which may

result in queue overflow and serious packet loss. Therefore,

the schemes based on the current queue length have the defect
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Fig. 1: The queue process of two ECN marking schemes.

of uncontrollable maximum queue length and lack adaptability

to dynamic networks.

In order to further illustrate this problem, we conduct an

experiment in which multiple senders simultaneously transmit

data to a receiver through a bottleneck link. We choose

DCTCP as the congestion detection and control algorithm. We

change the number of flows and measure the average and max-

imum queue length of the bottleneck switch. Fig. 2 shows the

result. Although the average queue length is relatively stable

with the increase in the number of flows, the maximum queue

length continuously increases linearly. This experimental result

also confirms that such schemes based on the current queue

length lack control over the maximum queue length.

Conclusion: The hysteresis of ECN is inherent and the

delay of ECN feedback is difficult to be eliminated, while

most existing schemes mark packets based on the current

queue length. During the feedback period, the maximum

queue length of the switch will exceed the threshold and is

related to the flow rate. Therefore, the existing schemes cannot

control the maximum queue length and is easy to cause queue

overflow when a burst occurs.

III. THE E-ECN SCHEME

The design of E-ECN is motivated by the uncontrollable

maximum queue length problem described above. The goal of

E-ECN is to limit the peak of the queue and make it generally

predictable.

The difficulty in solving this problem is that we cannot

eliminate the hysteresis of feedback or speed up the transmis-

sion of ECN. Our innovative idea is that although the delay

of ECN feedback cannot be eliminated, it can be neutralized
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Fig. 2: The maximum and average queue length versus the

number of flows.

by marking packets in advance. A switch can advance the

marking time to offset the delay of ECN feedback. When

senders are notified to reduce their rate and the queue length

decreases, the peak of the queue is still within the predictable

range. We denote the advance time as Ta. The peak value is

approximately equal to (threshold−rate×Ta)+rate×RTT .

If Ta > RTT , the peak value can generally be controlled

below the threshold as shown in Fig. 1(b). We prove in the

subsequent sections that by carefully selecting the advance

time, this scheme does not impact the throughput of senders.

The early marking uses the predicted queue length to trigger

marking instead of the current queue length. We predict the

queue length after the advance time, and incoming packets will

be marked if the predicted value is greater than the threshold.

According to our experience, the prediction of queue length

does not need to be very accurate because from the goal

of reducing queuing delay with a throughput guarantee, the

accuracy of the prediction model is not the primary influencing

factor. Using accurate but complex prediction models is not

necessary and can result in higher computational expenses.

Therefore, we use a low-complexity but effective linear pre-

diction approach and can generally limit the peak of the queue

to a controllable range.

In the rest of this section, we first introduce the specific

design of E-ECN, then explain its benefits, and finally give

the selection of parameters in the scheme and explain how

this selection can achieve early marking without affecting the

throughput.

A. Scheme Design

E-ECN adopts an early marking scheme based on predicted

queue length instead of current queue length. A simple but

effective way to predict is based on the queue growth rate.

Therefore, estimation of the queue growth rate is the initial

step. For easy implementation, we use the average rate in

a time window as the estimate of the queue growth rate.

The time window is denoted as Ti. We denote the queue

length in the current and before the time window Ti as Qlen
and Qlen last, respectively. Then the queue growth rate is
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estimated by:

rate = (Qlen−Qlen last)/Ti. (1)

E-ECN marks packets based on the predicted queue length.

We denote the predicted queue length after the advance time

Ta as Qlen pred. The predicted value Qlen pred is given

by:

Qlen pred = Qlen+ rate× Ta. (2)

When packets arrive, E-ECN uses the predicted queue

length Qlen pred instead of the current queue length for

marking decisions. If Qlen pred exceeds the threshold, the

packet will be marked. The congestion control algorithm

takes effect after about one RTT, and then the queue length

decreases accordingly. The advance time Ta offsets the delay

of ECN feedback so that the maximum queue length is

controlled below the threshold generally. Algorithm 1 shows

the implementation of E-ECN.

Algorithm 1: Package Processing before Enqueue

input: The packet P .

1 Get the current time T now, the current queue length

Qlen, the last update time T last, and last update

queue length Qlen last;
2 if The Queue is full then
3 Drop the packet P;

4 end
5 if T now − T last ≥ Ti then
6 rate ← (Qlen−Qlen last)/(T now − T last);
7 T last ← T now;

8 Qlen last ← Qlen;

9 end
10 if Qlen+ rate× Ta ≥ threshold then
11 Mark the packet P ;

12 end
13 Put P into the queue

B. Benefits

E-ECN enjoys the following benefits from the early marking

scheme based on predicted queue length.

Controllable maximum queue length: For the marking

schemes based on the current queue length, when a congestion

notification is made, due to the delay of ECN feedback, the

queue length exceeds the threshold before senders reduce their

rate. The maximum queue length is related to the rate and is

not controllable for these schemes. E-ECN uses the predicted

queue length to mark packets in advance. When it indicates

congestion to the senders, the actual queue length is below the

threshold, and the advance time neutralizes the delay of ECN

feedback. When the senders reduce their rate, the queue length

decreases, and the maximum queue length does not exceed the

threshold. Therefore, E-ECN achieves controllable maximum

queue length.

Adaptability: Queue length and queue growth rate are impor-

tant parameters for marking decisions. The marking schemes

based on the current queue length only use the queue length

and do not consider the variation of flow rate, thus lack-

ing adaptability to dynamic networks. S-ECN only uses the

slope of the queue length and lacks judgment on the current

congestion level, thus cannot cope with the situation of low

queue growth rate but high queue length. The E-ECN scheme

uses both the queue length and the slope of the queue length,

which can accurately evaluate the level of congestion and the

further evolution of congestion. Therefore, E-ECN achieves

better adaptability in DCNs.

C. Guidelines for Choosing Parameters

The time window Ti and the advance time Ta are two im-

portant parameters for E-ECN. In this subsection, we show the

guidelines for choosing them and explain that the throughput

is not impaired by careful selection of Ta.

The time window Ti: Ti determines the accuracy of rate

estimating and queue length predicting. On the one hand, a

smaller Ti makes the average rate in the time window closer

to the real queue growth rate, thereby increasing the sensitivity

of the scheme to burst. On the other hand, if Ti is less than the

transmission time of a packet, the queue cannot change within

the time window, and the rate calculation will fail. Therefore,

Ti should be larger than the transmission time of a package,

i.e.,

Ti >
MTU

bandwidth
. (3)

Otherwise, the predicted queue length is unreasonable, and

false judgment of the burst is prone to be caused. According

to our experiments, Ti is generally set to 1.1 ∼ 1.5 MTU
bandwidth

to achieve satisfactory results.

The advance time Ta: Ta is the key to the effectiveness

of the scheme. E-ECN aims at controllable maximum queue

length with a bandwidth utilization guarantee. According to

the analysis in this section, only when the advance time Ta is

greater than RTT can the peak of the queue be theoretically

limited below the threshold. However, excessive Ta leads to

overcontrolling and reduces the throughput.

We use fluid model [22] to obtain a reasonable range of Ta

and prove that early marking will not affect the throughput of

senders. Here we use the DCTCP as the end host congestion

TABLE I: Variables in the fluid model.

Variables Description
t Time
N Number of flows
Q Queue length
Qm Queue length at the start of marking
W Congestion window of a sender
Wm Congestion window at the start of marking

Wmax Maximum congestion window
Wmin Minimum congestion window
RTT Round trip time
C Link bandwidth
K Marking threshold
α Fraction of marked packets

Tamax Maximum Ta without affecting throughput
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Fig. 3: Process of window size and queue length under the

critical condition.

control algorithm. Variables used in the fluid model are listed

in Table I.

Fig. 3 shows the critical case where the lowest point of

the queue is zero and Ta gets its maximum. If Ta is set to be

greater than the maximum, the queue will be idle for a period,

resulting in low link utilization and impaired throughput of

senders.

The queue length versus time t can be calculated as:

dQ

dt
=

NW

RTT
− C. (4)

We set the queue to the lowest point when t equals 0, and the

slope is 0 due to the continuity. The window W grows by 1

packet per RTT . Therefore, the window and queue length at

time t are given:

W (t) =
1

RTT
t+

C ×RTT

N
, (5)

Q(t) =

∫ t

0

dQ =
N

2RTT 2
t2. (6)

According to the algorithm of DCTCP, the maximum value

of window Wmax = Wm+1 and minimum values of window

Wmin = (Wm+1)(1−α/2). The average value of W makes

the slope of Q zero. Hence,

Wmin +Wmax

2
=

C ×RTT

N
. (7)

The fraction of the marked packet is given by:

α =
Wm

Wmin + (Wmin + 1) + · · ·+Wm
. (8)

Here we only consider the case where the number of flows is

not very large and assume that C×RTT
N >> 1. Because when

N > C × RTT even if the window of each flow is 1, the

bandwidth can be fully utilized and there is no over control.

Then we get α ≈
√

2N
C×RTT . We denote C×RTT

N as λ, then

Wm and Qm can be calculated:

Wm =
4λ2 − 4λ+

√
2λ

4λ−√
2λ

, (9)

Fig. 4: The maximum value of Ta versus the number of flows

with different thresholds.

Qm =
N

2
× (

√
2λλ− 4λ+

√
2λ

4λ−√
2λ

)2. (10)

According to the E-ECN marking scheme:

Qm +
dQ

dt

∣∣∣∣
Q=Qm

× Tamax = K, (11)

we can get:

Tamax =
K

N
×A− 1

2A
(in RTTs), (12)

where:

A =
2
√
2λ− 1

λ+ 1− 2
√
2λ

. (13)

Fig. 4 shows the maximum of Ta under the different

thresholds. We can get that Ta has a wide range of values. In

most cases, the maximum of Ta that does not have a negative

impact on throughput is even greater than ten times the RTT,

according to (12) and Fig. 4. In DCNs, RTT is not easy to

measure on switches, so we generally set Ta to multiple base

RTTs. According to Fig. 4, setting Ta to 1 ∼ 5 base RTTs

can control the maximum queue length with a bandwidth

utilization guarantee.

In Section IV-C, we conduct experiments to further discuss

the effect of parameters on the scheme and confirm the above

analysis and guidelines.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of E-ECN by

ns-3 [32] simulation. We focus primarily on the following

performance: the average and maximum queue length in steady

state, fairness, convergence speed, the maximum queue length

distribution when a burst occurs, throughput, and the flow

completion time (FCT) in large-scale DCN. These are the

requirements of traffic in DCNs.
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A. Performance Evaluation in Steady State

We first evaluate the performance of E-ECN in the steady

state, that is, the queue condition when multiple long-lived

flows reach the same throughput. We use a many-to-one

topology to evaluate the queuing performance in the steady

state. The bandwidth of each link is 10Gbps, and the link

delay is 1μs. In E-ECN, we set Ti = 1μs and Ta to about 3

base RTTs. E-ECN can coordinate with other host congestion

control algorithms. In this test, we use DCTCP as the end-to-

end congestion control algorithm, which is more commonly

used in DCNs. We set the marking threshold to 60 packets.

We observe the average and maximum queue length and

throughput of multiple long-lived flows when they reach the

steady state.

Fig. 5 shows the time series of queue length of DCTCP

with/without E-ECN and Fig. 6 shows the cumulative distri-

bution function (CDF) of queue length. On the one hand, E-

ECN reduces queue length and achieves lower queue delay

than the marking scheme based on current queue length by

early marking. With E-ECN, both the average and maximum

queue lengths are lower than those without E-ECN. About

98.6% of the queue length is limited below the threshold by

early marking packets in steady state, while about 20% of the

queue length exceeds the threshold and is not limited without

E-ECN. On the other hand, E-ECN achieves less queue jitter.

With ECN, the queue length typically varies in the range of

40 to 60 packets, while the baseline is in a wide range. Thus

E-ECN also helps to reduce delay jitter.

We next change the number of long-lived flows to further

verify whether the maximum queue length is controllable

when the input rate of the switch changes. We start with

5 flows and gradually increase to 100 flows in intervals of

5 flows. When they enter the steady state, we measure the

average and maximum queue length. We still compare the

performance difference of DCTCP with and without E-ECN.

Fig. 7 shows the average and maximum queue length versus

the number of flows. Without E-ECN, though the average

queue length is below the threshold, the maximum queue

length is uncontrollable and unpredictable. When the number

of flows is less than 15, the maximum queue length increases

approximately linearly with the number of flows. When there

are a large number of flows, the maximum queue length is

uncontrollable and unpredictable. E-ECN indicates congestion

based on predicted queue length to limit the peak of the queue

in time. Therefore, it can achieve more stable maximum queue

length. As shown by Fig. 7, the maximum queue length of the

E-ECN scheme is generally controlled around the threshold.

Besides, E-ECN achieves lower average queue length in the

steady state, which effectively increases the burst tolerance

of the network. We also measure the link utilization with

and without E-ECN, and the result is that they are both

almost fully utilized. Therefore, it proves that E-ECN achieves

the controllable maximum queue length with a bandwidth

utilization guarantee.
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Fig. 10: The CDF of maximum queue length under E-ECN with different parameters.

B. Fairness and Convergence Speed

Fairness is a traffic requirement that is sometimes as im-

portant as high bandwidth and low latency. Fair queueing

needs to provide fair bandwidth allocation to network traffic

by ensuring that each flow gets its fair share [35]. We use

the convergence test to prove that E-ECN allows the flows to

converge quickly to their fair share. We set five senders and

a receiver connected by a switch and use DCTCP as the end-

to-end congestion control algorithm. In the switch, we use the

E-ECN marking scheme. We start each sender in turn at an

interval of 5 seconds, and then stop them in reverse order. The

bandwidth of each link is 1Gbps. Fig. 8 shows the bandwidth

occupied by each flow in the switch. When multiple flows

enter the switch, the bandwidth allocated to each flow is almost

the same. When a new flow enters the switch, it can quickly

get its fair share of bandwidth. After a flow stops, other flows

can also use the remaining bandwidth quickly. E-ECN can

achieve fair sharing of bandwidth in the switch.

To further evaluate the convergence speed of E-ECN, we

then set up two flows to start one after the other. We still use

DCTCP as the end-to-end congestion control algorithm and

measure bandwidth convergence in a finer granularity with

and without the E-ECN marking scheme. Fig. 9 shows the

convergence speed of DCTCP with/without E-ECN. With E-

ECN, the incoming flow can occupy bandwidth faster and

then reach the fair share of bandwidth. While for DCTCP

without E-ECN, it takes a longer time to converge to the fair

share. This is because that E-ECN is more sensitive to changes

in rate, and when the second flow is injected, it can make

feedback earlier so that the window of the two flows can be

adjusted to the fair share state as soon as possible. Therefore,

E-ECN achieves more quick convergence to the fair share. As

shown by Fig. 9, E-ECN reduces convergence time by 16%.

C. Performance Evaluation in Bursts

Our goal is not only to have a controllable maximum queue

length in the steady state but also to provide adaptive control

in the initial stages of bursts. Therefore we also have to

evaluate the queuing performance of E-ECN under bursts.

We make some long-lived flows enter the steady state, then

inject multiple burst flows. The maximum queue length after

the burst is related to the burst injection time. If bursts are

injected while the queue is at peak, the maximum queue length

increases significantly. Conversely, when bursts are injected at

the bottom of the queue, the maximum queue length is better

controlled. Therefore, we change the occurrence time of burst

traffic and measure the maximum queue length distribution.

We first explore the effect of different the time window Ti

and the advance time Ta on E-ECN. We set threshold =
50packets, MTU = 1000Bytes and bandwidth = 1Gbps.

Fig. 10 shows the CDF of maximum queue length in E-ECN

with different Ti and Ta.

On the one hand, we can confirm the impact of the time

window Ti on E-ECN. It can be seen from the subplots of Fig.

10 that when Ti = 1μs, the CDF of the maximum queue length

is different from the others, which is irregular and almost does

not change with Ta. This is because 1μs < MTU/bandwidth,

according to the analysis in Section III-C, the time window Ti

is less than the transmission time of a packet, and the queue

cannot change within the time window, and the rate calculation

fails which leads to incorrect prediction of queue length. When

Ti ≥ 10μs (larger than MTU/bandwidth), as shown by Fig.

10, the smaller time window Ti achieves lower maximum

queue length distribution. When Ti = 10μs which is slightly

larger than MTU/bandwidth, E-ECN obtains the best effect.

The result confirms that the smaller Ti can achieve higher

sensitivity to burst and better peak suppression capability,

which conforms to the analysis of parameters in Section III-C.

On the other hand, we can also evaluate the role of advance

time Ta in the scheme. As shown in Fig. 10, intuitively, a

larger Ta causes earlier marking, and the queue will have a

lower peak distribution. When Ta is about 5RTTs, E-ECN can

control 45% of the maximum queue length below the threshold

when a burst occurs. When Ta is about 10RTTs, 76% of the

maximum queue length is controlled below the threshold.

We next evaluate E-ECN comparatively with other AQMs

under different congestion controls. ECN* is used to enhance

TCP. It is mentioned that dequeue (dq) marking can speed
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Fig. 11: The CDF of maximum queue length under different AQMs and congestion control algorithms.

up the delivery of the ECN [33]. Therefore, we compare

with ECN* and ECN*+dq under Reno and Cubic, besides,

ECN-enabled RED [36]. S-ECN is a probabilistic marking

method according to the slope of queue length growth. S-

ECN mainly uses DCTCP as end host congestion control [34].

Therefore, we compare E-ECN with S-ECN, the marking

scheme of DCTCP (hereinafter referred to as DCTCP) as well

as DCTCP+dq under DCTCP congestion control. RED does

not apply to DCTCP [22], so we do not evaluate RED under

DCTCP congestion control. To be fair, all AQM thresholds

are set to be 30 packets. In RED, the low threshold is half of

the high threshold, and the high threshold is the same as the

thresholds of other AQMs. In E-ECN, we set Ti = 10μs and

Ta to be about 5RTTs.

Fig. 11 shows the evaluation results. When choosing Reno

and Cubic for congestion control algorithms, ECN* and RED

are schemes that mark packets based on the current (instanta-

neous and average) queue length and are therefore inadequate

in limiting the maximum queue length. Although dq speeds up

the delivery of ECN and improves ECN* by dequeue marking,

most of the delay of ECN feedback still cannot be eliminated.

Thus, ECN*+dq has limited performance in suppressing the

peak of the queue. Compared with other schemes based on

the current queue state, E-ECN achieves the lowest maximum

queue length distribution and has better burst tolerance under

Reno and Cubic. Under Reno with E-ECN, about 75% of the

maximum queue length is below the threshold. Conversely, the

maximum queue length in other AQMs exceeds the threshold.

As shown by Fig. 11(c), when using DCTCP as the con-

TABLE II: Average throughput of each scheme

Throughput (Mbps) Link Utilization (%)
DCTCP 971.017 94.825
ECN* 972.019 94.826

dq 971.017 94.825
RED 971.018 94.826

S-ECN 835.054 81.548
E-ECN 971.018 94.826

gestion detection and control algorithm, the maximum queue

length has a high distribution, while its enhanced scheme

DCTCP+dq slightly improves performance. As a pure rate-

based scheme, S-ECN has a wider distribution of queue peaks,

because it is not sensitive to the queue length. It may lead to

over marking when the queue length is low but the rate is high,

which reduces the link utilization, while may lack marking

when the queue length is high but the rate is low, resulting in

a large queue peak. Table II shows the average throughput of

each scheme during the experiment. Except for S-ECN other

schemes achieve almost full link utilization, while it affects

the throughput of senders due to not using the queue length

for marking decisions. E-ECN is a scheme that combines the

queue length and the growth rate and uses them for congestion

prediction. Therefore, E-ECN is able to sense the current

congestion level well, and when a burst occurs, it can also

predict the further change of congestion by queue growth rate

and indicates the congestion in time. From Fig. 11 and Table II,

it is concluded that E-ECN achieves controllable maximum

queue length in general with a bandwidth utilization guarantee.

D. Large-scale Simulation

To simulate a real large-scale DCN, we simulate a 3-tier

Fat-Tree topology including 128 nodes. Each core switch

connects to the aggregation switches by the 100Gbps link. The

bandwidth between aggregation switches and edge switches

is 10Gbps and edge switches have 1Gbps links connecting

to multiple servers. We choose DCTCP as the congestion

control algorithm for end hosts. We compare E-ECN with

DCTCP, DCTCP+dq, and S-ECN. All thresholds are set to be

50 packets. In E-ECN, we set Ti according to the bandwidth of

the switch ports, and Ta to 0.3ms. To simulate complex traffic

patterns in DCNs, we set the background traffic based on the

measurements of [22]. A shorter flow completion time (FCT)

is a requirement for all flows [37] and a comprehensive

evaluation of the performance of the schemes. Therefore, we

randomly inject flows of different sizes and measure their FCT

with different schemes.
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Fig. 12: FCT comparison with different sizes of flows.

Fig. 12 shows the average FCT of each size flow. Fig. 12(a)

shows the FCT of short flows which are usually completed in

one RTT and are the main traffic in the DCNs. The main factor

affecting the transmission delay of short flows is the queuing

delay. By dequeue marking, dq can speed up the delivery

of ECN and achieve a shorter average queue length. Thus,

dq shortens the FCT compared to DCTCP. Compared to the

schemes only based on queue length, the FCT of short flows

under S-ECN and E-ECN are smaller because of shorter queue

lengths. S-ECN has the advantage in reducing FCTs for short

flows. In these schemes, S-ECN achieves the shortest FCT of

short flows. However, S-ECN is actually an over-controlling

scheme, which increases the FCT of long flows, as shown

by Fig. 12(b). For long flows, throughput is the key to FCT.

S-ECN overly indicates congestion, making the congestion

window of the sender small. Although the queues of the

switches on the path are at low occupancy, many bandwidth

resources are not utilized. E-ECN marks packets based on the

predicted queue length, so congestion can be indicated at the

initial stage of queue establishment, achieving shorter queuing

delay. In addition, by choosing the proper parameters, E-ECN

does not over-control and impair the throughput. Therefore,

E-ECN achieves a balance of throughput and latency.

TABLE III: Normalized packet loss rate of each scheme

E-ECN S-ECN DCTCP dq
Normalize PLR 1 0.8 1.76 1.41

To further evaluate the performance, we measure the packet

loss rate (PLR) of the entire network in the test. Table III

shows the normalized RLR. DCTCP lacks adaptability to

dynamic networks and the queue may overflow when a burst

occurs. The dq scheme speeds up the feedback of ECN, further

reducing the PLR and enhancing robustness. E-ECN can detect

the changes in the growth rate of the queue, thereby having

a higher burst tolerance, and greatly reducing packet loss.

Compared to DCTCP, E-ECN reduces packet loss by 43%.

While S-ECN achieves less packet loss, as mentioned above

this is achieved through over-control and therefore does not

provide a better quality of service in DCNs.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we theoretically and experimentally revealed

the uncontrollable maximum queue length problem of most

existing schemes, which is caused by the delay of ECN

feedback and the marking decision based on the current queue

state. This defect may lead to queue overflow due to the limited

buffer of the switches in DCNs when burst traffic occurs. To

solve this problem, we proposed an early marking scheme,

named E-ECN. E-ECN marks packets based on the predicted

queue state instead of the current queue length to indicate

congestion in advance. The advance time offsets the delay

of ECN feedback so that the maximum queue length can be

controlled before it exceeds the threshold. We utilized a fluid

model to demonstrate that, with appropriate selection of the

advance time, E-ECN does not have a negative impact on

throughput. Moreover, we provided guidelines for selecting

appropriate parameter values. Our performance evaluation

results show that E-ECN delivers a high tolerance to bursts.

E-ECN achieves a lower maximum queue length distribution

to handle bursts, and can effectively avoid packet loss caused

by queue overflow.
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